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TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

of Using Envelo Mailbox and Certain Services Available via Envelo Mailbox 

 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

§ 1 

Initial Provisions 

1.1. These Terms and Conditions provide for the rules of using certain Services of Poczta Polska Usługi Cyfrowe 

Sp. z o.o. with its registered office in Warsaw (Service Provider) by the Users under Envelo Mailbox. 

1.2. The Terms and Conditions are provided free of charge, in the form allowing their recording, storage and 

retrieval (i.e. in the HTML document format) by the User at https://www.envelo.pl/en/terms-and-

conditions.html. Each entity with online access may get familiarized with the Terms and Conditions. The 

content of the Terms and Conditions may be printed, recorded and multiplied using any technique and on 

any carrier. Additionally, the Service Provider will send an electronic copy of the Terms and Conditions to 

the User, on request of the latter, to the e-mail address specified by the User. 

1.3. The use of Envelo Mailbox and Services available via Envelo Mailbox is entirely voluntary. 

1.4. Depending on the substance of the given Service, these Terms and Conditions: 

1.4.1. include regulations for concluding remote agreements or regulations for electronic 

services, respectively; 

1.4.2. are a reference to regulations and pricelists applied by the Postal Operator, if the User 

chooses to order postal services from the Postal Operator. 

§ 2 

Definitions 

Addressee (Recipient) An entity specified by the User in the electronic Service form, to whom neoletter 

is to be delivered.  For printed neoletter, the User specifies the Addressee by 

stating his/her full name or its business name, full address with street name, 

house number, apartment number (if applicable), postal code or PO Box and the 

town/city. For electronic neoletter, the User specifies the Envelo ID of the 

Addressee. 

Mobile Application software (application for mobile devices) under the name “Envelo,” made 

available to Users by the Service Provider, designed for installation on a Mobile 

Device of the User, meeting requirements described in Terms and Conditions of 

the Envelo Mobile Application, designated for using the Services provided by 

the Service Provider and ensuring mobile access to functionalities related to 

Services provided by the Service Provider (including certain separate options 

for the mobile channel), as well as other services (e.g. functionalities related to 

postal services provided by Poczta Polska S.A.). In particular, the Mobile 

Application allows viewing Reverse Sides of the Service Provider, creating an 

own Mobile Neocard, sending the Mobile Neocard to the IT System for the 

purposes of its conversion into a printable document, and especially, searching 

for the closest post office or the post box, ordering a courier, parcel tracking, 

finding a zip code and collecting Neobills. The Mobile Application also allows 

accessing other Services available via the Envelo Box, taking into account 

separate options related to this mobile channel identified in Terms and 
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Conditions of the Envelo Mobile Application, Terms and Conditions of using the 

Mobile Neocard Service, Neobill Service and the Envelo Box service (via the 

Envelo Mobile Application), Price Lists pertaining to Services available via the 

Mobile Application or in the Mobile Application itself. 

BOK PPUC: The Customer Service of the Service Provider with its registered office in 

Warsaw at ul. Rodziny Hiszpańskich 8, 02-685 Warszawa.  BOK PPUC may be 

reached by calling (+48) 22 276 28 28 (the call is charged according to the tariff 

of the telecommunication operator serving the User) or sending an e-mail to 

bok@envelo.pl. 

Date of dispatch: When using Printed Neoletter Service, the User uses an automatic date of 

dispatch to the Postal Operator (falling within two business days after the date 

of concluding the Agreement for Printed Neoletter). By concluding the 

Agreement for Printed Neoletter, the User who is a Consumer agrees to provide 

Printed Neoletter Service by the Service Provider within the 14-day period of 

withdrawal from a remote agreement by the Consumer, thus waving the 

statutory right of withdrawal from the Agreement for Printed Neoletter (should 

such right be due to the same). 

User Data: Any and all text or graphical data or pictures, including also personal data, 

which the User processes when using Envelo Mailbox or enters when ordering 

the Service (purchasing neoletter), e.g. data of the Addressee or data of the 

sender entered in the electronic Neoletter Service form available under Envelo 

Mailbox or data of the User under My Account. 

Envelo (or Envelo 

Platform): 

The Internet platform of the Service Provider (including web services), in the 

form of a structured ITC system (as defined in the the regulations on providing 

electronic services, including but not limited to computer hardware, servers, 

peripheral devices, software and content), maintained by the Service Provider 

and available at http://www.envelo.pl, under which the User may use Envelo 

Mailbox and also the Neoletter Service.  

Envelo ID: An individual nine-digit number assigned automatically to each User of Envelo 

Mailbox when creating (activating) the same by the User. Envelo ID is at the 

same time the User’s ID and virtual address on Envelo. 

My Account: A functional part of Envelo Mailbox which creates the User’s electronic profile 

on Envelo, under which the User gives (and modifies as appropriate) the User’s 

basic identification data. 

Trusted Account: Envelo Mailbox of the User, whose identity has been confirmed by way of 

verification of data and official documents certifying the status of the given 

entity (in a branch of Poczta Polska S.A. or by an authorized Employee of the 

Service Provider, or by a company of the Poczta Polska S.A. Group). In the result 

of verification, Envelo ID is linked to the given entity, thus forming an online 

identity of the given Trusted Account User. Therefore, when contacting a 

Trusted Account User you can be sure than the User’s identity has been verified. 

One entity may hold one Trusted Account, while a natural person may create a 

Trusted Account as a Consumer and another Trusted Account as an 

Entrepreneur, if he/she conducts business activity (with different data given 

under My Account for each Envelo Mailbox).  

mailto:bok@envelo.pl
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Neoletter (or Neoletter 

Service): 

A service consisting of preparing a content of electronic neoletter on Envelo by 

the User, after logging into Envelo Mailbox, and then dispatching it to the 

Addressee in accordance with the User’s instruction: in electronic format on 

Envelo or in printed format through the Postal Operator. The Service Provider 

advises that depending on the selection made by the User when completing the 

electronic Neoletter Service form on Envelo, certain functionalities available 

under Neoletter Service may differ for a User who is a Consumer and a User 

which is an Entrepreneur. 

Printed neoletter (or 

Printed Neoletter 

Service): 

A service consisting of preparing a content of electronic neoletter on Envelo by 

the User, after logging into Envelo Mailbox, and then printing, enveloping and 

dispatching it by the Service Provider in its own name for the User to the Postal 

Operator – Poczta Polska S.A. to ship and deliver the same to the Addressee 

specified by the User.  The type of mail is selected based on the Postal Operator’s 

current product offer for letter post, as provided under the Neoletter Pricelist. 

The coverage of printed neoletter is restricted with the range of the Postal 

Service provided by the Postal Operator. The Service Provider reserves that, 

depending on the country of the Addressee, the postal charge may be higher, 

according to the pricelist of the Postal Operator. 

Electronic neoletter (or 

Electronic Neoletter 

Service): 

A service that is available only to Trusted Account Users and consists of 

delivering standard or registered electronic neoletter with appendices from one 

Trusted Account User to another Trusted Account User. The Addressee of 

electronic neoletter is designated with Envelo ID. After addressing (entering 

Envelo ID of the Addressee), the Addressee’s data are displayed in the form of 

the name and surname or business name, respectively. In accordance with 

applicable laws (Article 60 and Article 61 of the Polish Civil Code), a written 

declaration of will is made to another person when it has reached the same in 

such a way that the said person can read it, while an electronic declaration of 

will is made to another person when it has been entered into means of electronic 

data transmission in such a way that the said person can read it. Therefore, as 

to principle, no failure to read electronic neoletter (including its rejection) 

means that an electronic declaration of will of the electronic neoletter sender 

has not been delivered. 

Registered electronic 

neoletter (or Registered 

Electronic Neoletter 

Service): 

For registered electronic neoletter, the sender receives an electronic proof of 

sending and a return receipt of neoletter, to the sender’s Envelo Mailbox. The 

data of the sender (name and surname or the business name and address) of 

electronic neoletter are not visible to the Addressee, who receives only a notice 

of receipt of electronic neoletter to the Addressee’s Envelo Mailbox. At this 

stage, like in the case of registered printed neoletter, having received a notice of 

a letter, the Addressee of registered neoletter may take the following actions: 

 Receipt - the Addresses reads registered electronic neoletter and 

obtains information about its sender, while the sender receives an 

electronic return receipt of registered neoletter (with specific 

data and dates) to the sender’s Envelo Mailbox. 

 Rejection – the Addressee does not read registered neoletter and 

will not know who has sent the same. The sender of registered 

neoletter receives an electronic return receipt, with the status: 

registered neoletter was rejected, to the sender’s Envelo Mailbox. 
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 Cancellation – the information is kept in the recipient’s mailbox, 

while the recipient may still perform the aforesaid activities. After 

14 days the notice becomes inactive and registered electronic 

neoletter may not be read or rejected any more. 

As to principle, no rejection or failure to read registered electronic neoletter 

means that an electronic declaration of will of electronic neoletter sender has 

not been delivered (see the comment in the definition of electronic neoletter). 

Neoletter Pricelist: A pricelist or pricelists providing for Fees for particular types of Neoletter 

Service (including printed neoletter, electronic neoletter, printed mass 

neoletter). 

Bar code: A bar code together with a block of digits and a letter “R” is defined in line with 

coding conditions for the tracking number of a registered letter by the Postal 

Operator in national or cross-border services. The bar code allows for 

identification of registered printed neoletter by electronic scanners of the Postal 

Operator. 

Number R: A unique number received when concluding the Agreement for Registered 

Printed Neoletter (including Registered Printed Mass Neoletter), which is its 

tracking identifier. The Letter Number is an equivalent of Number R for 

electronic neoletter (both standard and registered). 

Proof of dispatch of 

neoletter: 

For registered printed neoletter - an electronic proof of dispatch of printed 

neoletter, sent with registered mail of the Postal Operator, which contains 

information such as data of the sender, data of the Addressee and parameters of 

the letter and Number R, while the proof of dispatch is issued in the post office 

of the Postal Operator who receives the letter for postal traffic. On request of the 

sender, in accordance with the Neoletter Pricelist, the Service Provider will 

provide the sender within 30 days with a proof of dispatch in a traditional form 

i.e. certified by an authorized employee of Poczta Polska S.A. For registered 

electronic neoletter, it is an e-mail with data of the sender and the Addressee, 

the date of sending registered electronic neoletter, sent to the sender’s Envelo 

Mailbox. 

Printed mass neoletter 

(or Printed Mass 

Neoletter Service): 

A service consisting of downloading attachments with the content of printed 

neoletters in electronic form to Envelo, together with the address attachment, 

by the User logged into Envelo Mailbox. Then those are printed, enveloped and 

dispatched it by the Service Provider in its own name for the User to the Postal 

Operator – Poczta Polska S.A. to ship and deliver the same to the Addressees 

specified by the User.  The type of mail is selected based on the Postal Operator’s 

current product offer for letter post, as provided under the Neoletter Pricelist. 

The coverage of printed mass neoletter is restricted with the range of the postal 

service provided by the Postal Operator. The Service Provider reserves that, 

depending on the country of the Addressees, the postal charge may be higher, 

according to the pricelist of the Postal Operator.  

Return receipt of 

neoletter: 

For printed neoletter sent with registered mail with return receipt of the Postal 

Operator, it is a paper receipt used by the Postal Operator. For registered 

electronic neoletter, the sender always receives a return receipt in the form of 

an e-mail sent to the sender’s Trusted Account.  
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Failure to perform a 

postal service of 

registered printed 

neoletter: 

The Postal Operator is responsible for any failure to perform a postal service 

provided under the Terms and Conditions of Providing Universal Services of 

Poczta Polska S.A. or Terms and Conditions of Providing a Non-universal Service 

- Business Mail in National Service of Poczta Polska S.A. 

Improper performance 

of a postal service of 

registered printed 

neoletter: 

The Postal Operator is responsible for any improper performance of a postal 

service provided under the Terms and Conditions of Providing Universal 

Services of Poczta Polska S.A. or Terms and Conditions of Providing a Non-

universal Service - Business Mail in National Service of Poczta Polska S.A. 

Consumer: A Consumer is a natural person who performs a legal act with an entrepreneur, 

where such act is not connected directly with his/her business or professional 

activity. 

Envelo Mailbox: An individual interactive account (User’s electronic profile on Envelo) kept by 

the Service Provider for the User under Envelo ID and under a unique name 

(login), in which the information on the User's actions taken within Envelo is 

stored and which gives the User an opportunity – after logging into Envelo 

Mailbox – to use Services and functionalities available on Envelo. The creation 

and use of Envelo Mailbox is not subject to any charges and the fee of the Service 

Provider for maintenance of Envelo (including Envelo Mailboxes) is included in 

Fees for Services used by the User via Envelo Mailbox. Envelo Mailbox provides 

the User in particular with space on Envelo, from which the User may send 

electronic mail (neoletter) and printed mail (including mass mail), and receive 

electronic mail, make payments, archive, manage mail and data sent to and from 

Envelo, and by other Users. The User concludes the Agreement for Using Envelo 

Mailbox electronically, by satisfying all the following conditions: 

1. the User completes all obligatory fields of the electronic form with 

correct and true data during the process of creating Envelo Mailbox on 

Envelo, 

2. the User accepts the contractual regulations for Envelo Mailbox 

(including Terms and Conditions for Using Services Available via 

Envelo Mailbox) by checking the relevant checkbox of the electronic 

form, 

3. the Envelo Mailbox creation procedure is effectively completed after 

Envelo Mailbox has been activated via the activation link sent to the e-

mail address given by the User and after the verification code has been 

entered. Under that procedure, the User is assigned Envelo ID and login 

authorized by the User (e-mail address given by the User). 

Fee for printed 

neoletter: 

The fee covers all the following activities: preparing an electronic form of 

printed neoletter (including printed mass neoletter) via Envelo Mailbox for 

printing, then printing of the same by the Service Provider, enveloping and 

dispatching by the Service Provider in its own name for the User to the Postal 

Operator, in line with the User’s instruction. 

Fee for electronic 

neoletter: 

The fee for preparing electronic neoletter as per the Neoletter Pricelist and 

sending the same on Envelo directly to Envelo Mailbox of the User who is the 

Addressee of such neoletter. 
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Electronic Payments 

Operator: 

An entity allowing to make payments during the process of concluding 

Agreements for Services on Envelo, in particular (i) performing the 

authorization, i.e. confirming that the User who uses the given payment card or 

bank account is authorized to make the payment (e.g. the User has sufficient 

funds in the payment card or bank account), and (ii) settling and processing the 

payment transactions for Services purchased via Envelo. The Electronic 

Payments Operator is eCard S.A. with its registered office in Gdańsk, ul. 

Arkońska 11, 80-387 Gdańsk, entered in the Register of Entrepreneurs kept by 

the District Court for Gdańsk-Północ in Gdańsk, 7th Commercial Division of the 

National Court Register, under number KRS 0000042304, with paid-in share 

capital of PLN 16,840,000 and taxpayer’s identification number (NIP): 

5213103040. 

 

Postal Operator: An entrepreneur that cooperates with the Service Provider to provide postal 

services ordered by the User, authorized to perform postal operations on the 

basis of an entry in the register of postal operators, in accordance with the 

Postal Law of 23 November 2012 (Journal of Laws of 2012, item 1529). The 

Postal Operator is Poczta Polska Spółka Akcyjna with its registered office in 

Warsaw (address: ul. Stawki 2, 00-940 Warszawa), entered in the Register of 

Entrepreneurs kept by the District Court for the capital city of Warsaw in 

Warsaw, 13th Commercial Division of the National Court Register under 

number KRS 0000334972, with paid-in share capital of PLN 774,140,000 and 

taxpayer’s identification number (NIP): 525-000-73-13. 

Entrepreneur: A User with the status of an entrepreneur, as defined under applicable laws.  

Terms and Conditions: These Terms and Conditions. 

  

Agreement: The Agreement for Using the Service Available via Envelo Mailbox. 

  

Service Provider: Poczta Polska Usługi Cyfrowe Sp. z o.o. with its registered office in Warsaw at 

ul. Rodziny Hiszpańskich 8, 02-685 Warszawa, registered with the Register of 

Entrepreneurs kept by the District Court for the capital city of Warsaw in 

Warsaw, 13th Business Division of the National Court Register, under number 

KRS: 0000425263, with share capital of PLN 11,000,000 and taxpayer’s 

identification number (NIP): 525-25-33-454. 

User: 

 

Each and every entity admitted to legal and economic transactions, that is an 

authorized holder of Envelo Mailbox. For natural persons without legal capacity 

to act or for natural persons with a limited legal capacity to act, the User should 

be duly represented by a statutory representative or should act accordingly 

upon approval of such statutory representative. The User may use the Service 

as a Consumer or an Entrepreneur - for that purpose, when concluding the 

Agreement for Using the Service (electronic form under Envelo Mailbox), the 

User may be requested to define its status. 
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E-invoice:  An electronic invoice, as defined under applicable laws. 

Neoinvoice: An E-invoice issued by the Issuer approved by the User under Neobill Service 

and distributed to Envelo Mailbox of the User to have Activated the Subscription 

of neoinvoices of the given Issuer, approved by such Issuer. 

Neobill (or Neobill 

Service): 

A commercial name of Neoinvoice from the point of view of the recipient of the 

same, i.e. the User to have Activated the Subscription of neoinvoices of the given 

Issuer, approved by such Issuer. 

 

Issuer: An Entrepreneur (or another entity authorized/obliged to issue VAT invoices), 

who satisfies all following conditions: (i) performs a service e.g. provides 

specified services to the User (under a separate agreement with the User) and 

who issues VAT invoices for the same to the User, and (ii) who at the same time, 

under a separate agreement with the Service Provider, has engaged the Service 

Provider for distribution of e-invoices (Neobills) to Users to have Activated the 

Subscription. An interactive list of Issuers, who authorized the Service Provider 

to send Neobills, is available under functionalities of Neobill Service via Envelo 

Mailbox. 

 

Subscription Activation 

(or Activation of 

Subscription, or to 

Activate the 

Subscription): 

An electronic request for sending User’s Neobills to the User’s Envelo Mailbox, 

filed by the User via an interactive form available under functionalities of 

Neobill Service via Envelo Mailbox and addressed to the Neobill Issuer specified 

by the User. A valid list of Issuers is available under functionalities of Neobill 

Service via Envelo Mailbox. 

 

Subscription 

Deactivation (or 

Deactivation of 

Subscription, or to 

Deactivate the 

Subscription): 

A decision of the User, expressed electronically via Envelo Mailbox, to resign 

from the prior consent to receive Neobills from the given Issuer or a decision of 

the Issuer, expressed electronically via Envelo Mailbox, not to send Neobills to 

the User, as a case may be, that is sent to Envelo Mailbox of the given User. 

 

Subscription: The basic functionality of Neobill Service, consisting of delivery – to the User’s 

Envelo Mailbox – of Neobills issued by the Issuer specified by the User in the 

Subscription Activation (approved by the said Issuer). 

 

 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

§ 3 

CONCLUSION OF THE AGREEMENT FOR NEOLETTER / FEES 

3.1. The Agreement for Neoletter is concluded with the User when all the following conditions are satisfied: 

3.1.1. The User has created Envelo Mailbox on Envelo, by accepting the Terms and Conditions for 

Using Envelo Mailbox and Certain Services Available via Envelo Mailbox (including Neoletter), 
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Neoletter Pricelist and Technical Requirements for Using Neoletter by reading the same and 

checking the relevant checkbox, while each and every use of the Service available via Envelo 

Mailbox (including Neoletter) means that the User agrees to use and has read the aforesaid 

current contractual regulations for Envelo Mailbox; 

3.1.2. The User who is logged into Envelo Mailbox has selected the parameters of neoletter; 

3.1.3. The User has correctly completed the electronic form of Neoletter (using Envelo Mailbox), 

necessary for correct performance of the Neoletter Service by the Service Provider; 

3.1.4. The User has accepted the conditions for paying the Fee and paid the Fee, as confirmed to the 

User by the Service Provider by way of a payment receipt from the Electronic Payments 

Operator (which is equivalent to concluding the Agreement for Neoletter), or has entered a 

valid discount code for given Neoletter Service. 

3.2. The conclusion of the Agreement for Neoletter is equivalent to a representation of the User that:  

3.2.1. The User has read the Terms and Conditions, current Neoletter Pricelist, Mass Neoletter Pricelist 

and all Appendices hereto, and accepts all provisions of the same without any reservations; 

3.2.2. The User enters into the Agreement for Neoletter voluntarily. 

3.2.3. The data entered by the User in the electronic form of Neoletter, completed via Envelo Mailbox, 

are consistent with the state of facts and correct.  

3.3. The Agreement for Neoletter cannot be concluded unless the User has accepted all regulations for Neoletter 

Service. 

3.4. The Agreement for Neoletter includes: 

 3.4.1. the Terms and Conditions, current Neoletter Pricelist, Appendix 1 to the Terms and Conditions 

for Using Envelo Mailbox and Certain Services Available via Envelo Mailbox: Technical Requirements; 

3.4.2. and the electronic form of Neoletter, completed by the User via Envelo Mailbox, while in order to 

ensure that the User is able to use Printed Mass Neoletter Service via Envelo Mailbox fully (and in 

compliance with Technical Requirements), prior to such use the User has to conclude a written (or 

otherwise invalid) agreement with the Service Provider to that extent, which will provide - 

independently of these Terms and Conditions - for the method and terms of paying for the use of 

Printed Mass Neoletter Service by the User. 

3.5. In order to conclude the Agreement for Neoletter, the User is obligated to pay the Fee, in time and manner 

provided under the Terms and Conditions, Neoletter Pricelist and terms and conditions of the Electronic 

Payments Operator. 

3.6. The User may pay a Fee with an online transfer or a payment/credit card. Detailed rules for paying Fees 

are defined in terms and conditions of the Electronic Payments Operator. 

3.7. For payments made by the User with a payment card, any refunds will be made directly to the User's card. 

3.8. To pay the Fee, the User may use the following acceptable cards: Visa, Visa Electron, MasterCard, 

MasterCard Electronic, Maestro; BLIK payment or the following e-transfers: 

Automated eTransfers 

mTransfer (mBank)  
Płacę z Inteligo (Inteligo)  
Płacę z iPKO (PKO BP S.A)  
Płacę z iKO (PKO BP S.A.)  
Przelew24 (BZ WBK)  
Płacę z iPKONET  
Przelew z BPH  
Pekao24przelew  

Wydrukuj i Zapłać  
Crédit Agricole online transfer (Credit Agricole 
Bank Polska S.A.)  
Płacę z Citi Handlowego (Bank Handlowy w 
Warszawie S.A. Citi Handlowy)  
Płać z BOŚ (Bank Ochrony Środowiska S.A.) 
 
Płacę z Alior Bankiem  
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Płacę z Alior Sync  
T-Mobile Usługi Bankowe  
Millennium – Płatności Internetowe (Bank 
Millennium S.A.)  
Pay Way Toyota Bank (Toyota Bank Polska S.A.)  
Eurobank online payment (Euro Bank S.A.)  
Płać z ING (ING Bank Śląski S.A.)  

Przelew Volkswagen Bank direct  
db Transfer (Deutsche Bank PBC S.A.)  
Płać z Plus Bank (Plus Bank S.A.)  
Bank Pocztowy  
PeoPay (Bank Pekao S.A.) 
Płacę z Idea-Bank  

 

semi-automated eTransfers 

Credit Agricole Bank Polska S.A.  
Millennium Bank S.A.  
Raiffeisen Polbank  
Plus Bank S.A.  
Deutsche Bank PBC S.A.  

Bank Pocztowy S.A.  
Bank Spółdzielczy we Wschowie  
Bank Zachodni WBK S.A.  
DnB Nord 

 

§ 4 

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE USER 

4.1. When using Envelo Mailbox and Services available via Envelo Mailbox, the User is at all times obligated to 

provide correct data. The data should be accurate, up-to-date and cannot be misleading. The aforesaid is a 

necessary condition for the Service Provider to guarantee correct provision of Services to the User. 

4.2. Under My Account and to the extend specified in the electronic form of the given Service, the User has 

access to the User’s data (User Data of the User concerned), which such User should provide, modify and 

revise in line with the actual status. Rules of personal data processing on Envelo are regulated in the 

document entitled Privacy Policy, available at http://envelo.pl/Polityka.prywatności/, as well as on Envelo 

homepage. 

4.3. The User undertakes to comply with the Terms and Conditions, pricelist for the given Service and Technical 

Requirements for using the given Service via Envelo Mailbox (Appendix No. 1 hereto). Envelo Mailbox and 

Services available via Envelo Mailbox should at all times be used in accordance with their purpose. 

4.4. Envelo Mailbox and Services available via Envelo Mailbox should be used in accordance with applicable 

laws, good practice and principles of social coexistence, with no infringement of third party rights 

(including but not limited to data and contents used by the User). 

4.5. The Service Provider recommends that the User contributes to Envelo's correct functioning and security 

by immediately notifying it about each and every instance of suspected breach of the rules for using Envelo 

or gaining unauthorized access to Envelo, which is known to the User. 

4.6. The User may not transfer the rights and obligations obtained in connection with the use of Envelo Mailbox 

or under the given Agreement for Providing Service using Envelo Mailbox, to other parties. The User is fully 

liable for any and all activities performed using Envelo Mailbox (i.e. using the login and password), 

therefore, it is recommended not to make Envelo Mailbox and the password to the same available to other 

persons and to secure the password and access to Envelo Mailbox against other persons. 

4.7. The User terminates the Agreement for Using Envelo Mailbox by removing Envelo Mailbox with the use of 

relevant functions under Envelo Mailbox. Besides, the Service Provider advises that the User who is a 

Consumer does not have the right to withdraw from the Agreement for Using Envelo Mailbox, as a remote 

agreement, as since the User gives individual and personalized data when creating Envelo Mailbox, it 

receives a non-prefabricated service to meet the User’s individualized needs. The termination of (or 

withdrawal from) the Agreement for Using Envelo Mailbox by the User is not connected with the 

termination of (or withdrawal from) the Agreement for the given Service, concluded in accordance with § 

3.1.4. hereof. 

http://envelo.pl/Polityka.prywatności/
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4.8. The Service Provider recommends the User to copy all data and contents before the User removes Envelo 

Mailbox (i.e. before the Agreement for Using Envelo Mailbox is terminated). The Service Provider reserves 

the right to remove all contents and data collected under Envelo Mailbox after the Agreement for Using 

Envelo Mailbox has been terminated. 

4.9. The User who is a Consumer and who has concluded a remote Agreement for the given Service may 

withdraw from such Agreement within 14 days for convenience and without any costs, subject to 

provisions of §§ 4.10. to 4.12. hereof. If the Consumer has the right to withdraw due to the materiality of 

the Service, the time period for the withdrawal from the Agreement for the given Service runs from the 

date of concluding such Agreement. The User who is a Consumer may withdraw from the Agreement for 

the given Service by submitting a notice of withdrawal to the Service Provider, while the deadline is kept if 

the notice is sent before such deadline expires. The Service Provider provides for an option to submit a 

notice of withdrawal from the Agreement for the given Service electronically – by sending a notice to 

bok@envelo.pl or on www.envelo.pl, while in such case the Service Provider is obliged to send an 

acknowledgment of receipt of such notice to Envelo Mailbox of the User or to the e-mail address specified 

by the same. The notice of withdrawal from the Agreement for the given Service may also be submitted on 

the Agreement withdrawal from available at www.envelo.pl, however, the said form is not obligatory. 

4.10. Should the Agreement for a given Service be withdrawn from in accordance with § 4.9 hereof by the 

User who is a Consumer, such Agreement is considered as not concluded and the Service Provider is obliged 

to reimburse the User for all payments made by the same, including costs of delivering things, promptly 

but not later than within 14 days of receiving a notice of withdrawal from the User. The Service Provider 

will reimburse the User for payments in such a way that does not give rise to any costs for the User. The 

Service Provider may withhold the reimbursement for payments received from the User until the earlier of 

receiving the things back or presenting the confirmation of sending the same back by the User. The User 

who is a Consumer pays only the direct costs of returning the things, and should the User choose to deliver 

things otherwise than in the least expensive manner of delivery offered by the Service Provider, the Service 

Provider is not obliged to refund any additional costs paid by the User. The User is obliged to return the 

things to the Service Provider or deliver the same to a person authorized by the Service Provider promptly 

but not later than within 14 days of withdrawing from the Agreement for the given Service, while the 

deadline is kept if the things are sent back before such deadline expires. The User who is a Consumer is 

responsible for impairment of things as a result of using the same otherwise than necessary to confirm 

their nature, property and operation. 

4.11. If the User who is a Consumer exercises the right to withdraw from the Agreement for the given Service 

after the User requested the Service Provider to perform the given Service before the end of the deadline 

for withdrawing from the Agreement for the given Service, the User is obliged to pay for services provided 

until the withdrawal from the said Agreement. The amount of payment is calculated pro rata to the scope 

of the provided service, taking account of the price or fee agreed upon in the Agreement for the given 

Service.  

4.12. The User who is a Consumer does not have the right to withdraw from the Agreement for the given 

Service as regards: 

4.12.1. the Agreement for Service, if the Service Provider has fully performed the Service 

upon an explicit approval of the User, where the User was advised before the 

commencement of such service that after the service is performed by the Service 

Provider, the User would lose the right to withdraw from the Agreement; 

4.12.2. the Agreement where the object is a non-prefabricated thing, produced in accordance 

with specifications of the User or to satisfy the User’s personalized needs; 

4.12.3. The agreement for digital content, which is not recorded on a material carrier, if the 

service was commenced upon an explicit approval of the User before the deadline for 

mailto:bok@envelo.pl
http://www.envelo.pl/
http://www.envelo.pl/
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withdrawal from the Agreement for the given Service, where the User was advised by 

the Service Provider of the loss of the right to withdraw from the given Agreement. 

 

§ 5 

BAN ON ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES 

5.1. When using Envelo Mailbox or when using Services available via Envelo Mailbox, the User may not use or 

deliver illegal content. No person may introduce or store – whilst using Envelo – any materials which 

breach applicable laws, good practices or rights of third parties. Specifically, the User must not enter any 

materials or contents to Envelo or process the same under any Service available via Envelo Mailbox, where 

such materials or contents:  

5.1.1. breach the law, the principles of social coexistence or good practices, including 

pornographic materials, racist contents, or materials whose contents are commonly 

considered obscene or offensive; 

5.1.2. breach or may breach the rights of third parties, in particular proprietary copyrights 

or personal copyrights, company secret, industrial property rights, image rights or 

other personal goods of third parties, including of the Service Provider, the Poczta 

Polska S.A. Group or other Users; 

5.1.3. breach or may breach the rights to trademarks, geographic signs, company signs, 

rights to business name or any other protected designations of origin of goods or 

services. 

5.2. No User may use Envelo Mailbox or any Service available via Envelo Mailbox for any purpose against 

applicable laws, principles of social coexistence, good practices or generally applicable rules of conduct 

(including the principles of the so-called netiquette i.e. objective rules of safe and harmless use of the 

Internet or electronic profiles). 

 

§ 6 

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE SERVICE PROVIDER  

6.1. The Service Provider provides the Users – as part of BOK PPUC – with technical assistance related to Envelo 

Mailbox or the given Service available via Envelo Mailbox. 

6.2. The Service Provider ensures the availability of Envelo Mailbox on Envelo as well as Services and 

functionalities of Envelo, including maintenance and technical service of the same. 

6.3. The Service Provider has the right to temporarily suspend the operation of selected Services, their 

functionalities as well as the entire Envelo to perform maintenance, repairs or technical inspections. In 

such case, the Service Provider will do its utmost that Envelo, selected Services or their functionalities are 

suspended for not more than five business days at a time. The User will be informed about the 

aforementioned circumstance in due advance via e-mail to Envelo Mailbox.  

6.4. The Service Provider has the right to temporarily suspend the given Service, Envelo Mailbox or selected 

functionalities of Envelo Mailbox as well as the entire Envelo in the case of a technical failure, which the 

User will be notified of, where possible, by way of a message available on the Envelo homepage or after 

logging into Envelo Mailbox. The suspension of the given Service, Envelo Mailbox or its functionalities as 

well as the entire Envelo should not last more than 10 business days and in the case of serious 

consequences of a failure, the Service Provider will do its utmost so that the Envelo operation is suspended 

for not more than another 10 business days. 
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6.5. The Service Provider has the right – depending on the scale of infringement – to refuse to provide the given 

Service, temporarily stop the operation of (block the access to) Envelo Mailbox or even terminate the 

Agreement for Using Envelo Mailbox with immediate effect, in particular in the case of: 

6.5.1. An infringement, whilst using Envelo Mailbox, of applicable laws or substantiated 

rights of third parties (including based on provision of electronic services), or 

6.5.2. An infringement of contractual regulations for using Envelo Mailbox or the given 

Service, or 

6.5.3. Illicit acts (including those referred to hereunder). 

6.6. The Service Provider may terminate the Agreement for Using Envelo Mailbox for a serious cause, with a 

30-day prior notice effective as at the end of a calendar month, due to the following reasons: 

6.6.1. The Service Provider decides to discontinue Services; 

6.6.2. The Service Provider decides to discontinue the business activity in connection with 

its decision to change the entire or any part of its business; 

6.6.3. The Service Provider decides to discontinue the business activity in its entirety; 

6.6.4. The User infringes the contractual regulations for using Envelo Mailbox or any 

Service; 

6.6.5. The User does not pay the Fee or pays only a part of the same; 

6.6.6. The User performs actions or inactions that infringe applicable laws or rights of other 

parties, or threaten such infringement; 

6.6.7. Actions (taken also via Envelo Mailbox) that infringe or threaten the security of 

Envelo or other Users; 

6.6.8. The User performs actions that infringe or may infringe the renown or good name of 

the Service Provider or a company of the Poczta Polska S.A. Group. 

 

§ 7 

USER SERVICE BY BOK PPUC 

7.1. The Service Provider provides the User with the assistance of BOK PPUC on business days from 8 a.m. to 8 

p.m. at (+48) 22 276 28 28 (the call is charged according to the tariff of the telecommunication operator 

serving the User) or by e-mail to bok@envelo.pl. 

7.2. The User may submit technical problems, questions and doubts referring to the operation of Services, 

Envelo Mailbox or Envelo Platform to BOK PPUC. Each User to contact BOK PPUC should give the User’s 

contact particulars and present a detail description of the problem. 

 

§ 8 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

8.1. The User to use Envelo Mailbox or Services available via Envelo Mailbox is obliged to comply with the 

intellectual property rights regulations, including but not limited to the regulations on copyrights and 

related rights as well as industrial property rights. The User is obliged to respect third party intellectual 

property rights. 

8.2. It is forbidden to transfer, resell, modify, copy or provide for commercial purposes any materials and 

contents available under Envelo Mailbox, Services and Envelo Platform. 

mailto:bok@envelo.pl
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8.3. Any and all intellectual property rights associated with Envelo, in particular rights to graphic elements of 

Envelo Mailbox, Services and Envelo Platform, logotypes, illustrations, pictures, www.envelo.pl website 

layout and contents, concepts of activities, technical solutions, functionalities, software, databases, 

software documentation, etc., are the exclusive property of the Service Provider or the entities 

collaborating with the same, including companies of the Poczta Polska S.A. Group. 

8.4. To the extent necessary to use Envelo Mailbox or Services, the Service Provider grants the non-exclusive 

and non-transferable license to the User to use the software for Envelo Mailbox or the given Service, in the 

scope necessary to use the same in line with their purpose. 

8.5. The User represents to hold relevant authorizations concerning the content (including User Data) posted 

and stored by the User whilst using Envelo Mailbox or the given Service, in particular as regards the 

compliance with the proprietary copyrights and neighboring rights.  

§ 9 

FORCE MAJEURE, GOVERNING LAW AND COMPETENT COURT 

9.1. Neither the Service Provider nor the User are responsible for any delay in performance, non-performance 

or incorrect performance of an obligation due to a force majeure event. 

9.2. The governing law, as defined hereunder, is the law applicable in the territory of the Republic of Poland. 

9.3. Any disputes that may arise from performance of the Service will be settled by competent courts of common 

law. 

 

§ 10 

LIABILITY 

10.1 When performing the Agreement for Using Envelo Service or providing the Service, the Service 

Provider does not create, verify or change whatsoever the data or content entered by the User, which refers 

in particular to User Data as well as any and all effects obtained by the User when using the functionalities 

available under Envelo, Envelo Mailbox or the given Service.  

10.2 The User is exclusively and fully liable for the content and effects of User’s use of the content or User 

Data entered by the same. 

10.3 In the light of regulations on electronic services, the Service Provider is not the initiator of the User 

Data transmission by the User in connection with access to and use of Envelo Mailbox or Services, it does 

not select recipients of User Data transmissions and does not select or modify the User Data (hosting). It 

means that the Service Provider provides only technical resources in the form of a possibility to access 

Envelo Mailbox or Services, while a decision on using the same is taken solely by the User. The Service 

Provider does not monitor the content or the User Data. 

 

§ 11 

COMPLAINTS AND COMPENSATION 

11.1 The User has the right to file complaints about the provision of the Service by the Service Provider. 

11.2 A complaint should contain User’s contact particulars and the description of a problem. 

11.3 The complaint should be delivered to the Service Provider to the following e-mail address: 

bok@envelo.pl or sent to the following address: ul. Rodziny Hiszpańskich 8, 02-685 Warszawa.  

11.4 The Service Provider will handle complaints in the order of their receipt. 

mailto:bok@envelo.pl
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11.5 The Service Provider will consider a complaint about Envelo Mailbox or Services available via the same 

within 14 business days of receiving the same (not applicable to a postal service provided by the Postal 

Operator). If the Service Provider is unable to reply to the complaint, it will notify the User about the same 

within 14 days and specify an estimated date of considering the complaint. Having considered the 

complaint, the Service Provider will promptly provide a reply to the User. The reply will be sent to the e-

mail address or the address for services given by the User in the complaint. Should the compliant not 

include data allowing to send a reply to the complaint to the User, the reply will be kept for collection by 

the User on the premises of the Service Provider. 

11.6 On request of the User, the Service provider will address complaints about improper performance or 

default on performance of a postal service of Registered Printed Neoletter to the Postal Operator within 7 

business days and the Service Operator will consider the same after the guaranteed delivery deadline for a 

registered letter. The guaranteed delivery deadline for registered letters are provided under the Terms and 

Conditions of Providing Universal Services of Poczta Polska S.A. or Terms and Conditions of Providing a 

Non-universal Service - Business Mail in National Service, respectively. The Postal Operator will consider 

complaints about a default on performance or improper performance of postal services (including 

compensation, if any, connected therewith) depending on circumstances and in accordance with the 

following regulations and decision (or regulations superseding the same): 

11.6.1 Terms and Conditions of Providing Universal Services of Poczta Polska S.A., 

11.6.2 Terms and Conditions of Providing a Non-universal Service - Business Mail in National 

Service by Poczta Polska S.A., 

11.6.3 Postal Law of 23 November 2012 (Journal of Laws of 2012 item 1529), 

11.6.4 Regulation of the Minister of Administration and Digitization of 29 April 2013 on 

terms and conditions of providing universal services by the designated operator 

(Journal of Laws of 2013 item 545), 

11.6.5 Regulation of the Minister of Administration and Digitization of 26 November 2013 

on a postal service complaint (Journal of Laws of 2013 item 1468). 

11.7 Having received a reply to the complaint about a register letter from the Postal Operator, the Service 

Provider transmits the same to the User within 7 business days to Envelo Mailbox, e-mail address specified 

by the User or by letter to the address given by the User. The compensation granted by the Postal Operator 

will be paid by the Service Provider to the bank account specified by the User. 

 

§ 12 

CHANGE OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS  

12.1.1. The Service Provider has the right to change the provisions of the Terms and Conditions on terms 

applicable to electronic services. In particular, the Service Provider may change the Terms and 

Conditions for any of the following important reasons: A need to adapt the Terms and Conditions to 

applicable laws; 

12.1.2. A need to adapt the business of the Service Provider to recommendations 

(orders/judgements/rulings/guidelines) under decisions of a competent public or local government 

authority, or a court judgment; 

12.1.3. A change of the data of the entities referred to in the Terms and Conditions (e.g. number of entry in the 

National Court Register (KRS), address, etc.) or a change of the entities named in the Terms and 

Conditions; 

12.1.4. An introduction of new services or a change in the manner of providing Services or using Envelo 

Mailbox; 
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12.1.5. A change in the technical parameters for using Envelo Mailbox or Services. 

12.1.6. A change in technical conditions of Services (e.g. introduction of new technical parameters); 

12.1.7. A creation of new, or a change in, risks connected with the use of Envelo Mailbox or Services; 

12.1.8. A need to adapt the Terms and Conditions to best practices connected with the provision of Services, 

including best practices for protection of User rights. 

12.2. The Service Provider will notify of a change in the Terms and Conditions by displaying information 

about the changes made to the same and the consolidated text of the Terms and Conditions under Envelo 

Mailbox and Envelo Platform. The new Terms and Conditions are considered as approved by the User 

unless the User has terminated the Agreement for Using Envelo Mailbox within 14 days of receiving a 

notice on changes to the Terms and Conditions or if the User concluded the Agreement for Using the given 

Service available via Envelo Mailbox following the change in the Terms and Conditions.  

 

§ 13 

ELECTRONIC SERVICE LIMITATIONS 

13.1. The User confirms to be aware that the use of Envelo Mailbox, as an electronic service, and Services 

available via Envelo Mailbox is connected with risks related to data transmission via the Internet. The User 

provides himself/herself/itself with the possibility to access the Internet to the extent and on conditions 

provided under the agreement with the Internet service provider. The User is also responsible to properly 

secure (updated software, adequate antivirus software, etc.) the hardware and software used for the 

Internet access.  

13.2. When providing the Service, the Service Provider uses data transmission security methods generally 

accepted on the market for properties of the Services, in order to prevent unauthorized access to data. 

 

§ 14 

PERSONAL DATA 

14.1. The controller of Users’ personal data provided in connection with use of Envelo Mailbox and Services 

available via the same is the Service Provider (Poczta Polska Usługi Cyfrowe Sp. z o.o. with its registered 

office in Warsaw, ul. Rodziny Hiszpańskich 8, 02-685 Warszawa). The User’s personal data are processed 

to perform the Agreement for Using Envelo Mailbox and to provide Services available via Envelo Mailbox, 

in order to dispatch mail to the Postal Operator on behalf of the User (in the name of the Service Provider 

and for the User) for the purpose of direct marketing of the Service Provider’s own services, to explain 

circumstances of use, if any, of the Service against the Terms and Conditions or applicable laws 

(unauthorized use), to handle complaints, if any, and for other reasonable purposes of the Data Controller. 

The provision of personal data by the User is voluntary, however necessary to use Envelo Mailbox and 

services available via Envelo Mailbox. The data subject has the right to access the content of his/her/its 

data and correct them. Rules of personal data processing are regulated in the document entitled Privacy 

Policy, available at http://www.envelo.pl/polityka-prywatnosci.html, as well as on Envelo's homepage.  

 

§ 15 

FINAL GENERAL PROVISIONS 

15.1. Any reference to a business day in these Terms and Conditions is understood as Monday to Friday, 

except for public holidays. 

15.2. These Terms and Conditions together with its entry into force, repeals and replaces the previously 

existing: 

http://www.envelo.pl/polityka-prywatnosci.html
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15.2.1. Terms and Conditions of providing My account service under Envelo, 

15.2.2. Terms and Conditions of providing neoletter service under Envelo 

15.2.3 Terms and Conditions of providing Neorachunki service under Envelo 

15.3. These Regulations come into force on 17 November 2105. 

 

SPECIFIC PROVISIONS 

 

§ 16 

DETAILED PROCEDURE FOR USING PRINTED NEOLETTER 

 

16.1. Under the parameters available on Envelo, the User creates a project of printed neoletter as follows: 

16.1.1. the User enters the text of neoletter to the electronic form of Printed Neoletter or  

16.1.2. the User enters the text of neoletter to the electronic form of Printed Neoletter as a PDF 

attachment - detailed technical specifications for a PDF file are provided under Appendix 1 to the 

Terms and Conditions for Using Envelo Mailbox and Certain Services Available via Envelo Mailbox - 

Technical Requirements. 

16.2. Single neoletter may not be longer than 11 pages (while selecting the duplex print option and not 

checking the option of printing the address field on a separate sheet of paper). Where the option of printing 

the address field on a separate sheet is checked, the User has the maximum 5 A4 sheets of paper to use (i.e. 

10 pages with duplex print option and 5 pages with a one-side print option). 

16.3. Data of the sender of printed neoletter are downloaded from the “Ordering Party’s Data” in My Account. 

16.4. The User defines the Addressee by stating his/her full name and/or its business name, full address with 

street name, house number, apartment number (if applicable), postal code or PO Box and the town/city 

and country name, or the User enters the existing data by using addresses recorded in the address book. 

The User specifies whether the addressee is a natural person or an Entrepreneur. 

16.5. The User selects the available type of a postal service provided by the Postal Operator:  

a) Standard letter, 

b) Registered letter, 

c) Registered letter with return receipt, 

while the User may check the priority mail for each of the aforesaid types. In such case, the time of 

delivering printed neoletter will be shorter, in line with the valid product offer of the Postal Operator, 

as provided under the Neoletter Pricelist. 

16.6. If the User chooses registered neoletter, after the Agreement for Registered Printed Neoletter has been 

concluded Envelo generates Number R. Number R is placed in the address window, above the Addressee’s 

data. 

16.7. Under “Change Print Settings” the User selects technical parameters for printing neoletter: black-and-

white or color print, one-sided or duplex print, and whether the address field is to be printed on a separate 

sheet of paper.  

16.8. The User approves the look (composition) and content of neoletter (i.e. definitely accepts the 

look/composition/content of neoletter) by clicking “Send” in the electronic form of the Service in Envelo 

Mailbox; 
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16.9. After the User has accepted the looks (composition) and content, neoletter composed by the User is 

sent to Envelo to convert the same into an electronic data format which allows to print such neoletter; 

16.10. The User pays the Fee for Printed Neoletter Service. 

16.11. After the Service Provider has received a confirmation that the Fee for printed neoletter has been paid, 

the Service Provider sends a confirmation of such payment to User’s Envelo Mailbox, together with a notice 

of commencing the Printed Neoletter Service (Order Confirmation) – at this point the Agreement for 

Printed Neoletter is concluded. 

16.12. When composing printed neoletter in Envelo Mailbox, the User may only enter the User’s data as the 

data of the sender. 

16.13. Under the Agreement for Printed Neoletter the Service Provider undertakes, among others, to:  

16.13.1. Print neoletter composed and definitely accepted by the User under Envelo Mailbox, in 

accordance with technical conditions of printing provided under Appendix 1 to the Terms and 

Conditions for Using Envelo Mailbox and Certain Services Available via Envelo Mailbox - 

Technical Requirements. 

16.13.2. Keep confidential the contents entered by the User to the electronic form of Printed Neoletter; 

16.13.3. Deliver printed neoletter to the Postal Operator within two business days of concluding the 

Agreement for Printed Neoletter and dispatch the same in the name of the Service Provider 

and for the User, in line with the type of mail selected by the User in the electronic form of the 

Service under Envelo Mailbox.  

16.14. For the Registered Printed Neoletter Service, Envelo Platform will generate an electronic file (PDF) 

under Envelo Mailbox as a proof of dispatch of registered printed neoletter to the Postal Operator.  

16.15. For registered printed neoletter sent with return receipt, the User will receive a return receipt, applied 

by the Postal Operator for the given type of mail, as a postal item.  

16.16. If the Operator defaults on delivery of registered printed neoletter (it is not possible to deliver/issue 

neoletter to the Addressee, e.g. due to incorrect data of the Addressee or the Addressee’s refusal to accept 

neoletter), the User will receive an electronic notice via Envelo Mailbox that such neoletter cannot be 

delivered. In such case neoletter will be sent to the Postal Operator to the User’s return address (address 

of the sender designated in Envelo Mailbox as the ordering party’s address). 

16.17. The Service Provider provides the printout of neoletter in accordance with the following technical 

conditions:  

16.17.1. Neoletters are printed in color or in black-and-white, as selected by the User, on paper with 

basis weight of 80 g/m2, in a unified A4 format (210 mm x 297 mm); 

16.17.2. tolerance of differences in neoletter dimensions may be up to 2 mm; 

16.17.3. all neoletter will have a black-and-white code imprinted for the purpose of enveloping 

machines, which will be placed in the top right margin of odd-numbered pages of neoletter. 

The code will be in the 15x15mm format and it will be placed 22mm from the top edge. 

16.17.4. the User represents to accept slight differences in the color of print, which may occur with 

respect to the picture on the screen of a computer or a mobile device used by the User, or in 

the printout of the same work on different printing machines. The aforesaid differences are 

natural for this type of service and are not subject to warranty, subject to § 16.18. 

16.18. The Service Provider will accept a complaint about color differences of printed neoletter provided that 

is it presented with printed neoletter. Graphics used in printed neoletter may have different colors than 

the real colors as a result of different configuration of the User’s computer equipment, while individual 
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settings of the User’s computer and monitor may give incorrect or distorted colors of printed neoletter. 

The Service Provider may reject a complaint submitted by the User based on the same. 

16.19. The User authorizes the Service Provider to deliver neoletter to the Postal Operator and dispatch the 

same in the name of the Service Provider and for the User to the Postal Operator. The User authorizes the 

Service Provider to conclude an Agreement for a postal service consisting of posting printed neoletter with 

the Postal Operator in the name of the Service Provider but for the User. 

16.20. The Service Provider represents that the data of the User as the entity for which printed neoletter is 

dispatched by the Service Provider and the data of the Addressee provided by the User will be printed on 

neoletter and will be visible on it. The User guarantees to have the right to give the Addressee’s data under 

the Printed Neoletter Service. 

16.21. The User will be notified to Envelo Mailbox and the e-mail address specified under My Account of each 

following change in the status of neoletter:  

16.21.1. Confirmation (after the User paid the Fee and the same was confirmed by the Electronic 

Payments Operator) that the Agreement for Printed Neoletter Service was concluded and that the User 

who is a Consumer does not have the right to withdraw from the Agreement for Printed Neoletter, as 

a remote agreement, as the object of the service is a non-prefabricated thing developed by and 

according to specifications of the Consumer (content of neoletter, data of the sender and the 

Addressee, etc.) to satisfy his/her individualized needs. 

16.21.2. Confirmation that neoletter was printed. 

16.21.3. Confirmation that printed neoletter was dispatched (applicable only to registered mail and 

registered mail with return receipt). 

16.21.4. Confirmation (only in the case of registered mail and registered mail with return receipt) that 

neoletter was collected by the Addressee or returned to the sender. 

16.22. If, when performing the postal service by the Postal Operator, Printed Neoletter is qualified as non-

deliverable, the Postal Operator will return the same to the User who sent the same, to the address given 

by such User, with the reasons for such return.  

16.23. The User is advised that the User who is a Consumer does not have the right to withdraw from the 

Agreement for Printed Neoletter, as a remote agreement, since the object of the service is a non-

prefabricated thing produced according to specifications of the Consumer (content of neoletter, data of the 

sender and the Addressee, etc.) to satisfy his/her individualized needs. 

 

§ 17 

DETAILED PROCEDURE FOR USING ELECTRONIC NEOLETTER 

17.1. Electronic Neoletter Service may be used only by the Trusted Account User who sends electronic 

neoletter to the Addressee who also holds the Trusted Account. The User creates a project of electronic 

neoletter under the Electronic Neoletter parameters available under Envelo Mailbox. The User writes the 

content of neoletter by entering the text of neoletter written by the User into the electronic text form. The 

User who is a Consumer acknowledges that he/she/it does not have the right to withdraw from the 

Agreement for Electronic Neoletter, as a remote agreement, since the object of the service is a non-

prefabricated thing (content in the form of a document) produced according to specifications of the 

Consumer (content of neoletter, data of the sender and the Addressee, etc.) to satisfy his/her 

individualized needs. 

17.2. The User may attach any electronic attachment to electronic neoletter (up to 2 MB for one electronic 

neoletter). 

17.3. The User defines the type of electronic neoletter: standard or registered.  
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17.4. The User specifies the Addressee of electronic neoletter by giving the Addressee’s Envelo ID. 

17.5. When selecting standard electronic neoletter, the User will not receive a confirmation of sending or a 

return receipt of electronic neoletter. 

17.6. By concluding the Agreement for Registered Electronic Neoletter (i.e. after the Fee was paid and the 

Electronic Payments Operator confirmed such payment made by the User), the User receives an electronic 

confirmation of sending registered electronic neoletter, to the User’s Envelo Mailbox.  

17.7. The Addressee of registered electronic neoletter will be sent a message to the Addressee’s Envelo 

Mailbox with information about registered electronic neoletter waiting to be received. Until that time, the 

data of the sender of registered electronic neoletter remain undisclosed. By clicking on the message with 

information about electronic neoletter waiting to be received, the Addressee may:  

17.7.1. Receive neoletter - and get access to the content and attachments of electronic 

neoletter, and obtain information about the sender, while the sender will receive a 

return receipt of registered electronic neoletter sent by the same, 

17.7.2. Reject neoletter - and not get access to the content and attachments of registered 

electronic neoletter, and not learn who sent the same, while the sender will receive a 

return receipt with the status: rejected. 

17.7.3. Cancel neoletter - the message with information about electronic neoletter remains 

in the Addressee’s Envelo Mailbox and the Addressee may still take the aforesaid 

actions (receive or reject neoletter), however, after 14 days the message becomes 

inactive and neoletter may not be read or rejected any more. In such case the sender 

will receives a return receipt with the status: not read on time. 

17.8. The sender of registered electronic neoletter will be notified on a case by case basis of the Addressee’s 

decision about electronic neoletter. 

17.9. In accordance with applicable laws (Article 60 and Article 61 of the Polish Civil Code), a written 

declaration of will is made to another person when it has reached the same in such a way that the said 

person can read it, while an electronic declaration of will is made to another person when it has been 

entered into means of electronic data transmission in such a way that the said person can read it. 

Therefore, as to principle, no failure to read electronic neoletter (including its rejection) means that an 

electronic declaration of will of electronic neoletter sender has not been delivered. 

 

§ 18 

DETAILED PROCEDURE FOR USING PRINTED MASS NEOLETTER 

 

18.1. The use of Printed Mass Neoletter Service consist of the following actions taken by the User, while 
technical details of the procedure are provided under the Mass Neoletter Distribution Instructions 
available on Envelo at www.envelo.pl/przewodnik/wysylka-masowa.html  

18.2. The User has to correctly prepare a relevant file with the content and data for Printed Mass Neoletter, 

necessary to generate printed mass neoletters and a relevant order to send the same, in order to download 

such content and data to Envelo. 

18.3. Model file with the content and data must be compliant with the template provided under the Mass 

Neoletter Distribution Instructions available on Envelo at www.envelo.pl/przewodnik/wysylka-

masowa.html  

18.4. The User is responsible for completing the file with correct content and data, while using the User’s 

systems and IT programs. 
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18.5. Having prepared the correct file, with content and data to generate Printed Mass Neoletters, the User 

imports the file via Envelo by dragging and dropping the same under Envelo Mailbox in the field marked 

as “Drag the File Here” or by clicking “Select File”. The maximum size of a single file with content and data 

is 50 MB. 

18.6. The imported data are processed on Envelo and e-mails are generated by Envelo for particular printed 

mass neoletters, with parameters defined by the User. The User acknowledges that, in the regular course 

of business, it may take maximum up to 48 business hours to generate printed mass neoletters based on 

data and content entered by the Customer on Envelo.  

18.7. E-mails with the content and address data for printed mass neoletters, generated by Envelo, are 

transmitted to the outbox (“pending”) under Envelo Mailbox. Depending on the content of the file earlier 

sent by the User, the User receives one e-mail or a package of e-mails with attached printed mass neoletters 

in the outbox (“pending”). 

18.8. In the next step, the User should check whether data contained in particular e-mails are correct.  

18.9. Should any errors or other irregularities be found, the User may delete selected e-mails from the outbox 

(“pending”) or report the problem to BOK PPUC. Following the correction, the deleted e-mails must be re-

imported to Envelo in accordance with the aforesaid procedure. 

18.10. If the data contained in printed mass neoletters are correct, the User may proceed to the next activity 

connected with the distribution of printed mass neoletters, while since the User manages the composition 

of the content of particular printed mass neoletters (i.e. generation on Envelo based on data entered by 

the User) and approves printed mass neoletters for distribution, the User is solely liable for all data 

contained in the same. 

18.11. Having clicked “Pay”, the User is transferred to the “cart” under Envelo Mailbox, in which the User 

confirms the order to send e-mails with printed mass neoletters issued by the User on Envelo and selected 

for sending. Following the confirmation of sending, e-mails from the outbox are successively transferred 

to the “Sent” folder, and after sending they are printed and enveloped, and dispatched by the Service 

Provider to the Postal Operator. The “cart” (prior to the User’s order to send printed mass neoletters ) 

displays the Fee that will be charged to the User for the given shipment. 

18.12. In this stage the Fee is charged for those printed mass neoletters that were ordered to be sent by the 

User, and the User is redirected to the Order Cart on Envelo. 

18.13. The data on the size and type of shipment are recorded and archived under Printed Mass Neoletter 

Envelo Platform. 

18.14. After the Service Provider has recorded the payment confirmed by the Electronic Payments Operator 

and after the Service Provider has confirmed to the User that the Fee for the given shipment has been paid 

(Agreement for Printed Mass Neoletter has been concluded), the order to send printed mass neoletters is 

transmitted to the printing house and performed depending on the number of pieces ordered to be sent: 

(i) up to 50,000 pcs. - within max. 2 business days, and (ii) for over 50,000 pcs. - within max. 3 business 

days. Next, the mail is dispatched not later than on the next business day to the Postal Operator and 

delivered in line with the deadlines binding upon the Postal Operator for the type of mail selected by the 

User (economy, priority, etc.), in accordance with the offer provided under the Neoletter Pricelist.  

18.15. The “Order Archives” under My Account contain the information about the number of shipments of 

printed mass neoletters made in the given period, which allows the User to control the monthly volume of 

printed mass neoletters being sent.  

18.16.  Envelo Mailbox contains an automated archive of printed mass neoletters sent by the User. 

18.17. Subject to §§ 6.4. to 6.6. of the Terms and Conditions, printed mass neoletters sent by the User are kept 

in the User’s Envelo Mailbox for at least 12 months of the end of the calendar year in which such neoletters 

were sent. 
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18.18. The Service Provider advises that the object of Printed Neoletter Service is in no case the creation of 

backup copies of User Data, in particular Neoletters sent by the same. Therefore, the User should hold 

his/her/its own backup copy of User Data, including Neoletters sent, outside Envelo. 

18.19. Where the Agreement for Using Envelo Mailbox is terminated, the User is obliged to download all 

Neoletters sent on Envelo and other User Data before the termination of the aforesaid Agreement. To avoid 

any doubts, the Service Provider reserves that after the Agreement is terminated or expires, it is not 

obliged to archive Printed Mass Neoletters dispatched by the User. 

18.20. The User is advised that the User who is a Consumer does not have the right to withdraw from the 

Agreement for Printed Mass Neoletter, as a remote agreement, since the object of the service is a non-

prefabricated thing produced according to specifications of the Consumer (content of neoletter, data of the 

sender and the Addressee, etc.) to satisfy his/her individualized needs. 

18.21. The Service Provider will accept a complaint for color differences of printed mass neoletter provided 

that is it presented with printed neoletter. Graphics used in printed mass neoletter may have different 

colors than the real colors as a result of different configuration of the User’s computer equipment, while 

individual settings of the User’s computer and monitor may give incorrect or distorted colors of Printed 

Mass Neoletter. The Service Provider may reject a complaint submitted by the User based on the same. 

 

§ 19 

DETAILED PROCEDURE FOR USING NEOBILLS 

19.1. During the term of the Agreement the User may constantly view, download, record and print out 

Neobills delivered to the User’s Envelo Mailbox. 

19.2. Neobills are made available to the User as PDF (Portable Document Format) files only - the User is 

responsible for having a relevant (legal) software that serves the aforesaid format of Neobills. Neobills are 

delivered to the User as attachments to e-mails of the Issuer, addressed to the User. 

19.3. Under functionality of Neobills Service, the User may Activate Subscriptions and Deactivate 

Subscriptions for Neobills from the Issuer or the Issuers. By Activating the Subscription, the User gives 

consent, on a case by case basis, to receive electronic Neoinvoices from the given Issuer and the User 

cancels the said consent by Deactivating the Subscription. 

19.4. Neobill of the given Issuer is delivered to the User when an e-mail with such Neobill is sent by the 

Service Provider to the User’s Envelo Mailbox and is kept there, ready to be read by the User. 

19.5. Functionalities of Envelo Mailbox allow also to send e-mails to the User by the Issuer and notices to the 

User from the Service Provider on Envelo.  

19.6. The Service Provider has no control over the reasons and dates of Subscription Deactivation by the 

given Issuer. To that extent, the Service Provider hereby notifies the User that the Issuer may deactivate 

the Subscription of the given User e.g. when the agreement between the Issuer and the User is terminated. 

A relevant message is sent to the User’s Envelo Mailbox when the Subscription is Deactivated by the Issuer.  

19.7. The Subscription to the given Issuer expires any time when the legal relationship, that constitutes the 

basis for the Subscription, between the User and the Issuer has been terminated or expired. The 

termination of the agreement between the Service Provider and the User results in automatic expiry of all 

current Subscriptions. 

19.8. The Service Provider undertakes to the User that Neobills received by the User will be kept in Envelo 

Mailbox for six years, counted from the end of the calendar year in which such Neobills were sent to the 

User’s Envelo Mailbox, provided that that Agreement for Using Envelo Mailbox with the User is binding 

and effective. After that time, the User’s Neobills may be permanently deleted from the Service Provider’s 

Envelo Platform. 
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19.9. Under the functionalities of Neobills Service, the User may specify an e-mail address to send e-mails on 

delivery of Neobills or other e-mails to Envelo Mailbox. 

19.10. Under the Neobill Service functionalities provided to the User, the User may be redirected to a third 

party website to allow him/her/it to make an online payment for the given Neobill. However, the aforesaid 

functionality may be provided only by the Issuer (and not the Service Provider) and it is dependent on 

execution of a relevant agreement by the Issuer with an electronic payment services providing company.  

19.11. The Service Provider advises that the User may delete only e-mails that do not contain Neobills from 

Envelo Mailbox.  

19.12. The User is advised that the User who is a Consumer does not have the right to withdraw from the 

Agreement for Neobills, as a remote agreement, since the object of the service is a non-prefabricated thing 

or content produced under an individual legal relationship between the Issuer and the Consumer (content 

of Neobill, data of the Issuer and the User, etc.) to satisfy his/her individualized needs. 
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Appendix 1 to the Terms and Conditions for Using Envelo Mailbox and Certain Services Available via Envelo 

Mailbox 

 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

 

1) TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE USER’S HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 
 

In order to use the Services it is necessary to have access to the Internet with a correctly operating and 

configured browser allowing for access to websites, e-mail address and other software required to use the 

Services, including but not limited to software allowing to read PDF and XLS files. The Customer is solely 

responsible for having relevant (legal) software to serve the aforesaid file formats in order to generate and sent 

Printed Neoletters (including Printed Mass Neoletters). 

The Services are available on the following Internet browsers: 

a. Microsoft Internet Explorer, version 8.X or higher 

b. Mozilla Firefox 3.6 or higher 

c. Google Chrome 13.X or higher 

d. Opera 10.X or higher 

e. Safari, version 5.X or higher. 

To use certain functionalities of the Services, and for the purpose of their full efficiency, the User may have to 

enable SSL, Java, Java Script, Flash and “Cookies” in the User’s browser. 

The use of certain functionalities of the Services may require to satisfy additional technical conditions, which 

the User will be notified of before using the same. 

The Service Provider is not liable for any loss of Customer's contents or Customer Data, which cannot be 

attributed to the Service Provider and which has been caused by failure of hardware, system software or other 

circumstances which are beyond the Service Provider’s control but are associated with the User's hardware or 

software. 

The Service Provider is not liable for technical problems or technical limitations in the computer equipment, 

software, ITC system or telecommunication infrastructure used by the User, which prevent or hamper the use 

of the Services by the User. 

 

2) TECHNICAL PARAMETERS FOR PDF FILES ATTACHED BY THE USER – applicable to Printed 
Neoletter and Printed Mass Neoletter: 

 
File format: PDF (version 1.4 - 1.7). 

A4 vertical (210 mm x 297 mm) 

Top and bottom margin of at least 8 mm. 

Left and right margins of at least 15 mm. 

PDF files should be prepared using postscript printer drivers. 

Files should be generated using PDF size and syntax optimization tools: 

 Flattening of active layers,  
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 Simplifying PDF files structure, 

 Removing unused tabs, links, incorrect references, 

 Removing information about inactive layers. 

Fonts must be embedded in the document. 

PDF files must be generated as composite files. 

All included graphics of min. 150 DPI, optimum: 300 DPI in 1:1, CMYK mode / 8 bits. 

The document must be centered to the file, each page in the document must have identical MediaBox and 

TrimBox settings, and correct preview orientation.  

Color space in the CMYK mode, black text in black or in percentage value of black under the CMYK mode with 

the black overprint option.  

PDF files must not contain active forms. 

PDF files must not contain restrictions like password security for access, printing, editing, copying, changing or 

other certificate-based restrictions. 

The minimum allowed line thickness is 0.1 point. 

The thickness of lines in reverse or in more than one color should be min. 0.5 point.  

The minimum font size of text printed in one color is: for monoline type: 5 points and for doubleline type: 6 

points. 

The minimum font size of text printed in more than one color or in reverse is: 

 for monoline type: 8 points,  

 for doubleline type: 10 points. 

A single PDF file for electronic transmission  

 Maximum size: 2 MB, 

 The file must not be secured with passwords/codes that prevent opening or copying the same. 

 
 

Margins and address fields on the address page (COVER PAGE) - applicable to Printed Neoletter and 

Printed Mass Neoletter: 

 

 

Fields generated automatically during 

printing. The printing space is beyond the 

margins set. 

Fields generated automatically 

during printing. Visible only on 

the address page (cover page). 
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3) REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ZIP FILE - applicable to Printed Mass Neoletter: 
 

A single ZIP file should contain zipped PDF files (max. 1,000 files) and an XLS file (only one).  

 

Data in the XLS file and the format of the same should be completed in line with template file editing 
provided under Appendix 2 to the Terms and Conditions for Using Envelo Mailbox and Certain 
Services Available via Envelo Mailbox. 
 
The maximum size of the ZIP file must not exceed 50 MB.  

 

Each single letter to one Recipient should be contained in a separate PDF file. 

 

The PDF file should have an A4 format. 

 

The PDF file may have max. 11 pages/6 sheets of paper. 

 

The file must not be secured with passwords/codes that prevent opening or copying the same. 

 
 

4) REQUIREMENTS FOR THE XLS (XLSX) FILE - applicable to Printed Mass Neoletter: 
 

Data in the XLS (XLSX) file and the format of the same should be completed in accordance with template 

file editing provided under the PRINTED MASS NEOLETTER DISTRIBUTION INSTRUCTIONS available 

on Envelo at  

 

 

The maximum size of the XSL (XLSX) file must not exceed 50 MB. 

 

One XLS file must not contain more than 1,000 printed neoletters. 

 

The maximum number of lines in the XLS (XLSX) file must not exceed 160,000 lines. 

 

The PDF file created from the same must not have more than 11 pages/6 sheets of paper, which is 

equivalent to around 150 lines to generate one PDF file. 

 
 
The file must not be secured with passwords/codes that prevent opening or copying the same. 

 


